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Biological Animations: A Comparison
of Morph 2.5 and GifBuilder 0.5

Reviewed by Karen R. Davis and A. Malcolm Campbell

Usefulness • Ease of Use e Freedom from Bugs. Summary ~. Score: 8.5

Introduction
(Editor's Note: The ratings shown above arefor Morph

2.5)
The dissemination of information via the World

Wide Web (WWW) has become a powerful tool for edu-
cators and students at
all levels. The benefits
of presenting educa-
tional materials on the
WWW extend to both
students and teachers.
Researchdata and other
materials can be posted
quickly and easily, and
are accessible to a large
number of people. Stu-
dents canuse theWWW
to accessvisual informa-
tion that cannot be dis-
tributed by standard
media. Since many bio-
logical events occur
over a period of time, Quick'Iime (QT)movies and GIF
animations can be used to demonstrate dynamic pro-
cesses. This review compares Morph and GifBuilder,
which can generate different kinds of
animations that can be distributed via
theWWW. Examples ofGIFanimations
andMorphed QTmovies canbe found
at: <www.bio.davidson.edu/biology /
animate.html>,

Figure 1: The Morph
storybook window holds
the Start Image on the left
and the End Image on the
right.

Morph
Morph 2.5 is a powerful software

package that performs agradual trans-
formation of one image into another
("morphing"). The input images for a
Morph sequence can be scanned pho-
tos, text, drawings, or QuickTime mov-
ies. The output may be any of the fol-
lowing: amovie of the entire or partial
transformation, a still image from anin-

termediate point within the transformation, or a print-
out of frames to make a flipbook. Many visual effects
canbe generated using Morph, the simplest of which is
a direct metamorphosis of one image into another. For
example, one human face can be transformed into an-
other faceby morphing between two input photographs.
Caricaturing and warping, two additional features of
Morph, are more complicated transformations that in-
volve the exaggeration or deformation of one or more of
the input images and, as such, are not biologically rel-
evant and will not be reviewed.

GifBuilder
GifBuilder 0.5 is a freeware utility designed for cre-

ating animated GIFfiles using existing GIF,PICT,TIFF,
or Photoshop images, aQuickTime movie, anAdobe Pre-
miere FilmStrip 1.0 file, a PICS file, or the layers of an
RGBor grayscale Adobe Photoshop 3.0 file. The output
animation is a GIF89afile made up of multiple images
presented as a sequence. In general, GifBuilder is used
to illustrate any dynamic process that canbe represented
by a series of distinct steps. GIF animations would be
useful to illustrate a series of events in a protocol or
metabolic pathway, for example.

Figure 2: The Start and End images of the tumor morphing movie are
enlarged for the placement of key points and key lines. Key points are
designated as small squares and key lines connect the key points.
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BothMorph and GifBuilder
arecapable of producing anima-

tions of dynamic biological processes suchas embryonic
development, gametogenesis, flowering, DNA replica-
tion, mitosis, and meiosis. The choice ofwhich program
'" use depends on the quality and complexity of the in-

t images and the desired animation effect. If a con-_,
tinuous transformationis needed, Morph is the rightpro-
gram. Forexample, if each image in the sequence were
quite different from the previous one but you wanted to
simulate a continuum, you could perform a transforma-
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Figure 3: The
Export Movie
command is
located within
the Filemenu in
Morph.

Biological
Applications

This comparison and review
of the two programs was per-
formed on a Power Macintosh
7200/120 with 32 MB of RAM.
Morph requires at least 10MBof
hard drive space and 5MBRAM.
GifBuilder requires 351K on the
hard drive and 4 MBRAM. For
longer sequences in GifBuilder,
you may need to increase the
memory partition using Get Info
in the File menu of the Finder
before launching the program.
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Figure 4: Tobuild a GIFanimation, the
desired files are dragged from the Finder
directly into this Frameswindow in
GifBuilder. If the frames are not in the correct
order, they may be dragged to the appropriate
place within the series. The position column
indicates that the frames had to be moved in
order to align the images and produce a steady
animation.

-

Figure 5: The Preview Window in GifBuilder is where the
final animation is displayed, one frame is shown in this
figure. The animation canbe stopped at any point for
viewing the current image.

tion in Morph to simulate the intermediate stages. If
you were to perform such a sequence in GifBuilder, the
resulting animation would not flow as smoothly.

Basic Steps for Morph
The first step in morphing between two images is

loading the start and end images in the storyboard to
generate the Morph sequence (Figure 1). Place each
image side by side in the storyboard to set key points
and key lines (Figure2), which specify the portions of
the images to be matched. InFigure 2, key points were
placed along the borders of the skull and throughout
the brain, focusing on the tumor area. The key points
were then joined using key lines. Key points and key
lines must be placed on both start and end images and
this step is the most time-consuming portion of making
a Morph movie. For the brain tumor movie (available
for viewing at the WWW address above), 18 sequences
were created using 18 individual images. After the 18
sequences were completed, the Export Movie command
(Figure3) was used to produce one continuous anima-
tion from the 18individual morphing sequences. Toview
the Morph movie, choose Open from the Filemenu and
select the QuickTrmemovie. However, when this QT
movie was put onto a Macintosh web server, it could
not be viewed by PC-based browsers. Therefore, the QT
movie was saved as aMoviePlayer (standard Apple ap-
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Basic Steps for
GifBuilder

plication) file that can be
viewed by any browser.Hum

tntertecen
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InGifBuilder, the im-
ages used to create the
animation are called
"frames". To begin, the
appropriate frames are
dragged from the Finder
into the Frames window
(Figure4). Alternatively,
the framesmay be loaded
by using the Add Frame
command in the File
menu. Any selected
frame from the animation
sequencecanbe viewed in
the Preview window (Fig-

ure 5). The documentation for GifBuilder includes sug-
gested settings for each option. It is easier to begin with
the suggested settings and make any necessary changes
after viewing the animation (Figure6). Once the frames
are loaded and the options set, choose Run to view the
animation.

Frame Optimization
Frome EHpansion

seue Options
Reset to Factory Settings

Figure 6: GifBuilder
provides severaloptions
includinginterlacing,
colors,depth, dithering,
imagesize, background
color,andlooping.

Image Manipulation
Making changes to the images is not particularly

easy in Morph or GifBuilder. It is often necessary to re-
position frames so that the images arecentered and over-
lap correctly in the transformation. If the frames arenot
aligned properly, the final animation jumps around the
screen during the animation. Also, do not underesti-
mate the importance of resizing the images to create a
smooth transition. PICT images can be cropped and
resized usingMorph by dragging a rectangle around the
desired portion of an image. However, resizing and cen-
tering images is easier to perform with other software,
such as Photoshop or ClarisDraw, before loading the
images into Morph or GifBuilder.

Comparison of Features & Abilities
While Morph is a very powerful program capable

of performing complicated transformations, simple ani-
mations arequicker and easier to createusing GifBuilder
(Table 1). GifBuilder is ideal for creating step-by-step,
flipbook animations using simple images from graphics

programs such as ClarisDraw. Morph is more appro-
priate for complex images such as photographs to pro-
duce smooth, movie-like transformations. A simple
Morph transformation consisting of two images takes
about five minutes to produce, whereas a GIFanima-
tion consisting of two frames canbe done injust aminute
or two.

Documentation •
GifBuilder'sdocumentation consists of twelve pages

of instructions on basic usage, options, effects, and fre-
quently asked questions. Instructions and descriptions
are concise and easy to follow, and the section on fre-
quently asked questions is helpful for troubleshooting.
The last section deals with GifBuilder's compatibility
with various browsers and other programs such as
Adobe Photoshop 3.0, Adobe Premiere 4.0, and Specu-
lar Infini-D3.0.

Morph's user manual is an extensive guide that in-
cludes an overview, a tutorial, basic and advanced
morphing techniques, special effects, andmorphing tips.
The tutorial is a quick and easy way to familiarize your-
self with Morph's basic features. Firsttime users should
use the tutorial and skim through the basic morphing

M!!!:n.h GifBuilder

sm~lh transition between images (movie-like) stepwise image shift (like a flipbook)

ability to handle very different input images images in a sequence must be similar to achieve

a fluid look

excellent for detailed images such as photos best for simple images such as GlP drawings

equipped with tools for manipulating input not equipped with tools for manipulating imput
images images

many tools. but still user-friendly few tools and options. but easy to use

Table 1: Acomparisonof featuresandoutput animations
forMorphandGifBuilderrevealsthatbothprogramshave
specificstrengthsandweaknesses.

techniques before attempting a transformation.

Summary
BothMorph and GifBuilder areuseful, user-friendly

teaching tools that can be used to create a wide variety
of output images. If you are planning to create some

Continued on page 39
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to clean up thanmutilated frog carcassesand dissecting
trays and tools. Its also simple to start up again the next
class period, while storing frogs may be problematic.
Kids who missed dissection day would have no prob-
lem catching up using the software.

Summary
Because of the way this program is constructed, it is

very versatile. When used in instructing a class, it could
be used either to replace real frog dissection, or to aug-
ment it. The information is organized so that a teacher
could cover basic information in a short amount of time,
or spend a long time examining details, using the frog
as a model organism to understand how other verte-
brates are organized. The software and the workbook
can easily be adapted to an instructor's time require-
ments. Curious kids may enjoy this program at home,
and it would make a good referencefor a library to have
on hand. My eight-year old son enjoyed it, and I found I
could learn fron it too. Despite the grainy movies, this
software is worth a look. It offers a complete instruc-
tional package, which could easily fit into a high school
or university biology class.

Availability
The Digital Frog ($170)is available from:

Digital Frog International
Trillium Place
7363Calfass Road
Puslinch, Ontario NOB2JO
519-766-1097
519-767-9994(fax)
www.digitalfrog.com
info@digitalfrog.com

Wetlands/Rainforest
Continued from page 35

improving picture quality, especially for pictures of the
complexity used in the views of the rainforest, is not
trivial, it would make a big difference to the feel of the
virtual field trip. Also, it is a little ludicrous to have drag-
onflies the size of grouse and eagles in these images.
While it might be impossible to show dragonflies to scale
on these pictures, it is even funnier to show them look-
ing like small single-engine planes. Perhaps, they should

be mentioned in the text and left out of the picture.
However, that said, I should emphasize that these CDs
have a lot to be said for them, and make the learning of
biology what it should be: fun!

Availability
TheDigital FieldTrip to the Wetlands ($99)and The

Digital Field Trip to the Rainforest ($99) are available
from:

-
Digital FrogInternational
Trillium Place
7363Calfass Road
Puslinch, Ontario NOB2JO
519-766-1097
519-767-9994(fax)
www.digitalfrog.com
info@digitalfrog.com

Biological Animations
Continued from page 17

animations and are deciding between Morph and
GifBuilder, take into account the cost of the software,
the quality of input images, and, most importantly, the
desired output images. Even though Morph costs more,
it is capable of smoother transformations that simulate
time lapse movies. If you plan tomake simple step-wise
animations, GifBuilder is more appropriate. It is worth
noting that the Morph QT movie sequence of the brain
tumor is 17.9MBand will take over aminute to load on
a WWWbrowser, while the GIFanimation of the same
series of input images loads quickly due to its small size
(160K). Also, GIFanimations canbe constructed to loop
continuously as long as the browser is viewing that par-
ticular WWW site.

Availability
Morph is available from:

Gryphon Software Corporation
7220Trade Street
SanDiego, CA 92121USA
619-536-8815
http://www.gryphonsw.com/
ftp:/ / ftp.gryphonsw.com/

http://www.digitalfrog.com
mailto:info@digitalfrog.com
http://www.digitalfrog.com
mailto:info@digitalfrog.com
http://www.gryphonsw.com/
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